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Correction to: Marketing Letters
https:// doi. org/ 10. 1007/ s11002- 022- 09616-9

In this article the authors’ affiliations were incorrect.
Sungwoo Choi: it currently appears as "1,1", but it should be "1".
Stella X Liu: it currently appears as "1,2", but it should be "1".
The Appendix was missing from this article; the Appendix should have appeared 

as shown below.

The original article has been corrected.

The original article can be found online at https:// doi. org/ 10. 1007/ s11002- 022- 09616-9.
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B. Measurement Items 

ecruoSserusaeMydutS
1 Willingness to book (1 = very low, 7 = very high) 

1. If I were going to reserve a hotel room, the probability of reserving this hotel 
brand’s room is ... 
2. The probability that I would consider reserving this hotel brand’s room is ... 
3. The likelihood that I would reserve this hotel brand’s room is ... 

Perceived fit (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree) 
1. This hotel brand’s new technology implementations are well matched with its 
brand image. 
2. This hotel brand’s new technology implementations are well consistent with its 
brand image. 

Grewal, Monroe, & 
Krishnan (1988) 

Cha, Yi, & Bagozzi (2016) 

2 Behavioral intentions (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree) 
1. I will choose this resort brand in the future. 
2. I will prefer to choose this resort brand to other brands. 
3. I will recommend this resort brand to someone else. 

Perceived fit (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly agree) 
1. This resort brand’s new technology implementations are well matched with its 
brand image. 
2. This resort brand’s new technology implementations are well consistent with its 
brand image. 

Oliver (1999) 

Cha, Yi, & Bagozzi (2016) 

3 Agent preference (1 = definitely by human staff, 7 = definitely by concierge robots) 
When you are checking into this resort, do you prefer to be served by human staff 
or by concierge robots? 

Perceived fit (same as Study 2) 

Hou, Zhang, & Li (2020) 

Cha, Yi, & Bagozzi (2016) 
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